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We need your help NOW to send more
med students to FMMA's annual
conference in August.
Your support today will make all the
difference to a future doctor tomorrow.
Greetings!

Why are we sending this urgent call for scholarship donations for
med students to attend a free market healthcare conference?
Many medical students and doctors are losing hope about practicing medicine in today's overregulated environment. Doctors are leaving practice, going to work for medical corporations or
hospitals, or worse--committing suicide. Many medical students are having second thoughts about
continuing in medicine at all.

The FM M A Annual Conference turns this sad state of affairs around
for many of them!
The Free Market Medical Association (FMMA) has been a pioneer in saving doctors and medical
students by educating them about Direct Primary Care and other forms of free market healthcare
options, returning the practice of medicine to doctors and their patients, where it belongs.

And now, FM M A is helping BRI raise money to send more students
to this year's conference with this short video.

Please watch this short video and
donate generously. Spread the video
link with friends, family and
colleagues. Help us send more
deserving students to the 2017
FMMA conference!
"Throughout the entire weekend, I could not help but notice the palpable excitement that all
these physicians shared as they discussed the potential for direct primary care's role in the
future of medicine." ~Medical student, upon learning about direct primary care

WATCH THE VIDEO

Support a medical student's attendance today!
SPECIAL CALL TO STUDENTS AND PRIOR FMMA
ATTENDEES! Please share the video with your
friends, family, colleagues and fellow students.
Encourage them to become BRI members or donors
and to contribute to our scholarship fund.
Thank you so much for your support!
Video link
BRI Membership & Donations form

Every contribution--no matter how small--helps us preserve and protect the patient-doctor
relationship by educating our future doctors about free market medicine and free market
healthcare.
Thank you for sharing the video and for doing what you can.
In partnership,

Beth Haynes, MD
Medical Director
Benjamin Rush Institute
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